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ABSTRACT 

Dayside low altitude satellite observations of the pitch 
angle and energy distribution of electrons and protons in the 
energy range 1 keV to 100 keV during quiet geomagnetic conditions 
reveal. 

At times there is a clear latitudinal separation between 
the precipitating low energy (keV) electrons and protons, with 
the protons precipitating poleward of the electrons. The high 
energy (100 keV) proton precipitation overlap both the low energy 
(keV) electron and proton precipitation. These observations are 
consistent with a model where magnetosheath particles stream in 
along the cusp field lines and are at the same time convected 
poleward by an electric field. 

The electrons with energies of a few keV move fast and give 
the "ionospheric footprint" of the distant cusp. The protons are 
partly convected poleward of the cusp and into the polar cap. Here 
the mirroring protons populate the plasma mantle.Equatorward of the 
cusp the pitch angle distribution of both electrons and protons 
with energies above a few keV have a pancake shaped distribution 
indicating closed geomagnetic field lines. The 1 keV electrons, 
penetrate, however, into this region of closed field line structure 
maintaining an isotropic pitch angle distribution. The intensity 
is, however, reduced with respect to what it was in the cusp 
region. It is suggested that these electrons, the lowest measured 
on the satellite, are associated with the entry layer. 



Introduction 
1. 

Satellite measurements made in 1969 (Heikkila and Winningham, 
1971, Frank, 1971) established the existence of the cusp regions 
of the dayside magnetosphere. Since then numerous workers have 
presented results relating to the cusp or cleft regions of the day-
side high latitude magnetosphere. 

Observationally, the magnetospheric cleft (also known as 
the polar cusp or the dayside cusp) is a narrow region, elongated 
in longitude and protruding from the high-latitude magnetopause 
down to the polar ionosphere. It is filled with plasma, low energy 
electrons and protons, nearly identical in its properties to the 
magnetosheath plasma and hence generally assumed to originate 
there. 

Analysis of data obtained by the ESRO I satellite (Lindalen 
et al., 1971 and Amundsen et al., 1975) and by the ISIS 1 
satellite (Burrows et al., 1972) have revealed that the cusp 
region also contains significant fluxes of >100 keV protons. 

Through the studies of the particle population at high 
latitudes on the dayside new particle regimes called the entry 
layer and the plasma mantle have been identified.The existence of 
these particle regimes is closely related to the dayside high 
latitude magnetic field topology and to how the solar wind 
particles gain access to the magnetosphere. 

To shed more light on these questions it is of improtance 
to reveal the nature of the interrelations between the different par
ticle species measured in and in the vicinity of the earth's 
cusp. Such information can best be obtained by making complete 



2. 

measurements of particles and fields. An appropriate approach would 

be to have simultaneous measurements from more than one satellite 

in the low and high-altitude cusp. Such satellite measurements, 

however, are hard to come by, and in the following particle 

observations obtained in the low altitude cusp by one satellite 

will be presented. 

Instrumentation 

In this study we use data from three instruments, S71B, 

S71C and S71D, flown on the low altitude satellite ESRO 1A. The 

satellite was magnetically stabilized. The S71B instrument used 

electrostatic analyzers in conjunction with channelmultipliers 

and was capable of measuring electrons in the 1 - 1 3 keV and ions 

in the 1 - 6 keV energy range having pitch angles of 10 and 80 . 

This instrument is described in detail by Riedler et al. (1971). 

The S71C instrument used solid state detectors for measuring protons 

in the energy range 100 keV to 6 MeV at pitch angles of 0 and 

90°. To obtain energy information pulse height analysis was used. 

For details about this instrument, see Søraas et al. (1970). 

The S71D instrument used four Geiger-Muller tubes for 

measuring electrons >40 keV having pitch angles of 0°, 45°, 90° 

and 160 . The tubes are also sensitive to protons >500 keV. For 

a description of this instrument, see Skovli (1970). The instrument 

flown on the ESRO I satellite were unable to distinguish between 

protons and heavier ions. In this report we call them protons 

although a significant part of them especially at lower energies 

might be heavier ions. 

Observations 

In Figures 1 and 2 energetic particle data (5 seconds 

averages) obtained during three passes, 6273, 6274 and 6288 are 



3. 
plotted vs. universal time (UT). Excentric dipole time (EDT) and 
invariant latitude (A) are also given along the abcissa. These 
passes all occurred in the pre-noon sector at about the 11 hour 
EDT meridian. The satellite altitude was about 500 km.. The 
passes took place during relatively quiet geomagnetic conditions. 
This can be seen from table 1 where the AE-index in the hour 
preceeding, during and after each pass is given. 

PASS DATE UT AE 

6273 13 Dec. 69 0827 47-109-41 
6274 -"- 1003 41-54-30 
6288 14 Dec. 69 0835 26-22-22 

Table 1 

Referring to Figure 1 and 2 the relationship between the 
different particle observations can be described. In order to 
organize the data we have looked for certain common features in 
the particle intensity vs. inv. lat. pattern and drawn three 
lines \ , , \ . and \ , at locations which in our opinion seem to 
indicate boundaries which have physical significance. The lines 
are drawn using the following criteria. *V . is drawn where there 
is an abrupt intensity fall at all pitch angles in the >40 keV 
electrons. \, and \ , bracket the high latitude region where the 
6 keV electrons exhibit increased precipitation having an isotropic 
pitch angle distribution. 



The 3 and 6 keV electro:.s show a mar-kec increase in intens it 
between \ .. and \ , and the pitch angle distributio:. oi the C keV 
electrons, measured both at 10 and 80 pitch angle, it isotropic. 
These electrons together with the 1 keV electrons have a sharp 
poleward termination at \ , . Between \ -, and \ _ the pitch angle 
distribution of the 6 keV electrons exhibits an empty loss cone. 
In the region equatorward of \ •, the pitch angle distribution of thu 
5 keV electrons continue to be anisotropic with an empty ICLS co;.e 
In pass 6298 Figure 2 some isotropic spikes just equatorward of \, 
are observed. 

The 1 keV electrons, second panel from the top, measured 
both ai 10 and BO pitch angle, have also increased intensity ar.c 
an isotropic pitch angle distribution between \„ and \ ,. The 
behaviour of these electrons are however, different from the 3 
and 6 keV electrons in that they decrease monotonically from \ , 
towards lower latitudes maintaining their isotropic pitch angle 
distribution well equatorward of \ , before an empty loss cone 
distribution is developed. 

The 6 keV protons, second panel from bottom in Figure 1 
and 2, measured at 10 and 80 pitch angles, exhibit a well defined 
high latitude peak with an isotropic pitch angle distribution. The 
peak is located at such high latitudes that there only is a ilight 
overlap between it and electron precipitation taking place between 
\ 7 and \ 3. 

The 1 keV proton flux, second panel from bottom in Figure 1 
and 2, measured only at 80 pitch angle, exhibit a sudden increase 
in intensity more or less simultaneously with the increase in the 
6 keV protons. Both the 1 and 6 keV protons terminate sharply at 



the same northern boundary. Equ ttorward oi this distinct high 
latitude proton-peak the keV proton fluxes exhibit an empty loci: 
cone distribution extending well equatorward of \ . . 

The 1 and 6 ke'.' protons thus exhibit a pronounced poleward 
precipitation region having an isotropic pitci. angle distribution. 
These keV protons are displaced poleward with respect to the other 
particles, precipitating almost completely poleward of t::e region 
\ _ to \ „. There is thus a clear separation between z\.c srecipi-
tation of keV electrons and protons with the protons precipitating 
poleward of the electrons. 

Having now discussed the lov; energy particle observations 
we will proceed with a discussion of the >; Ĉ keV electrons and the > 
100 keV protons. 

'The >U0 keV electrons, Cop panel in Figures 1 and 2, show 
a sharp drop in intensity going towards higher latitudes. This 
drop is evident at all pitch angles observed, 0 , t5^ and 90", 
but most pronounced at the smaller angles. This drop in intensity 
as mentioned, defines the latitude A , . 

The (150-215) keV locally mirroring protons; bottom panel, 
terminate at or slightly equatorward of \ . . Thus going poleward 
both the high energy electrons and protons tend to have a well 
defined boundary at about the same latitude. Poleward of \-, 

between \ , and \ the high energy protons are either below experi
mental threshold or peaked at 90^ pitch angle. The >'-'J >.c-V electrons 
also exhibit a pitch angle distribution indicative of a trapped 
particle population between \ . and \ . In passes S273 and 627U, 
Figure 1, the intensity falls below the experimental threshold at 
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k~ and 0 pitch angles. In order to clearly see this feature 
the >40 keV electrons were plotted using 0.8 s tine resolution. 
Between \ „ and \ , where the lov; energy electrons have the iso
tropic precipitation peak there is an increase in the > UC keV 
electrons at Q1" and 45 pitch angle. 

In passes 6273 and 62 7U, Figure 1, the high energy protons 
exhibit a pronounced precipitation peak tart ing at \. and 
reaching beyond \ . . The poleward termination of this peak is 
coincident with the low energy protons. In pass 6259, Figure 2, 
there also appear protons in the (11S-13C) keV channel measured 
at 0 pitch angle. The intensity of the high energy protons 
precipitating poleward of \ , in this orbit is low, but one 
should notice that there are virtually no precipitating protons 
at latitudes lower than A „. 

Data from the ESRC IB satellite which had closely matched 
energy windows at its 0 and 9 0 pitch angles detectors (Amundsen 
et al. 1975) show that the high energy protons precipitating 
at these latitudes on the dayside have an isotropic pitch angle 
distribution. 

Table II gives the invariant latitude of the boundaries 
\ 1 , \ _ and \ , for the three passes considered. In addition the 
difference (\ , - \ , ) together with the poleward termination of 
proton precipitation \ is given. 



A n A 2 A 3 A 3 - A 2 A 
P 

5 2 7 3 7 U . 0 74 . 3 7 5 . 9 2 . 1 8 0 . 5 

6 2 7-1 7 U . 0 7 5 . 2 7 7 . 5 2 . 3 8 0 . 6 

62SS 7 4 . 4 7 5 . 5 7 7 . 5 2 . 1 8 2 . 2 

The fourth orbit to be discussed is number 575G (shown in 
Figure 3) which occurred on November 3, 1969 during a solar-proton 
event. T.-iere is a uniform influx of solar-protons over the polar 
cap evident in data obtained both by the -oeiger-Muller counter, 
top panel, sensitive to protons above 50C keV, and by the solid 
state spectrometer bottom panel. Both instruments indicate that 
the solar-protons reach down to 70.2 ir.v. lat. which is rr.arKed 
\ 0 in the figure. 

The low energy electrons and protons exhibit an anisotropic 
pitch angle distribution equatorward of \ 7. The 3 and 6 keV electron 
flux and the protons terminate at 72.4 , marked \ , in the figure. 
The 1 keV electrons, however, continue to precipitate at a reduced 
level further into the polar cap. Between A „ and \ the electron 
and proton precipitation are isotropic. In this pass there is 
overlap between the low energy proton and electron precipitation. 

Discussion 

The particle data presented here cover a large range of 
energy for both protons and electrons. There is also relevant pitch 
angle information available to distinguish between precipitating 
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and locally mirroring particles. Data from tiie four pauses 
studied were obtained in the region where we expect to observe 
the signature of the magnetospheric cusp. 

Comparison with previously defined boundaries . 

In the literature many different boundaries relating to lov; 
altitude dayside particle observations have been introduced. V,'e 
will now discuss how the three boundaries \ , , \ _ and \ , compare 
with boundaries introduced by others. 

The \. boundary here defined by a sharp drop in the 
>UC keV electrons. This boundary is identical to the boundary \ -, 
referred to by Heikkila and Winninghan (1971) and claimed by them 
to be the high-latitude limit of closed geomagnetic field-lines. 
This boundary is often referred to as the trapping boundary. 

The A , boundary is located at the poleward termination of 
the electrons. At \ , the >40 keV electrons fell to their background 
level. This definition is the same as used by h'cDiar.iiid and Burrows 
(1368) for their background boundary A -. 

The A 2 boundary, found between A , and.'.,, is located where 
thii >40 keV electrons, the low energy electrons and the "nigh energy 
protons start to increase in intensity and approach an isotropic 
pitch angle distribution as one goes poleward. McDiarmid et al. 
(1975), in a study of dayeide cleft particles, have introduced a 
latitude corresponding to the highest latitude at which pitch angle 
distributions peaked at 90 to the local field could be observed 
at any energy. Our A o boundary satisfies approximately such a 
definition. 



The particle pitch angle >'.L-J tribution indict:'.es a trapped 
particle population between \ , and \ 7- -iius Die abrupt fail in 
the particle intensities, high energy electrons a:-,d protons, 
ol.'.:-ji'Ved at A. . d^ i:oL define tin: la.;;; closed lie Id l'.;v_-. ii.e jack ul 
ptec Lpi t .-.ting particles, exept lor the 1 hi'7 e] tctror.a, in c:ii:. 
region could be caused by shell-::- litting. Parcicles with srr.all 
pitch angles drifting closer to the earth than do particles with 
larger pitch angles, giving rise to a region close to the magnetc-
pause boundary void of particles reaching down to lov: altitudes. 

Convection• 

In order to explain the spatial distribution of the plasma-
mantle F.csenbauer et al. (1975) proposed that when magnetosheath 
particles stream in along the cusp field lines toward the earth, 
they are at the same tine convected poleward at the Exo/B1" drift 
speed. The particle drift speed is the same for all energies, 
while the field-aligned motion has a velocity distribution related 
to that of the magnetosheath particles. 

One therefore expects a velocity dispersion of the cusp ' 
particles in such a way rhat their velocity should decrease raono-
tonically with increasing latitude 'within the near-earth cusp. 

This model predicts the low energy proror.s ro precipitate 
poleward of the electrons, which is in accordance with our obser
vations . 

Shelley et al. (1976) reporting on low altitude cusp ion 
observations and Reiff et al. (1977) presenting observations of 
low energy protons have found a clear energy dispersion consistent 
with this model. 



According to the model thi- fastest moving particle: should 
give .T.ost closely the "ionospheric footprint" of the cusp. 

Reiff et al. (1977) locate the particle source at 18 Re 
a.nd 26 Re from the ionosphere and up along the cusp field lines 
in the two cases discussed by then. A 43 keV electron will travel 
a distance of 20 Re in about 1 second and a 3 r.eV electron the 
same distance in about h seconds. V.'ith the convection velocities 
normally quoted in the polar-ionosphere the electrons observed by 
the ESRO I satellite would experience a poleward drift of a iew 
km curing their travelling time down the magnetic field lines. 
Consequently the electron precipitation shouli start almost at the 
equatorward boundary of the cusp, narked A , in tha figures, and 
stop close f> the field line delineating the boundary between the 
magnetcsheath and the polar cap, marked A 3 in the figures. In 
our opinion this poleward electron precipitation region between 
\ r, and \ _ defines the near-earth cusp, as these fast moving 
particles will experience almost no convection drift towards the 
pole. Her.ce the sharp poleward termination of the low energy 
electrons defines the poleward boundary of the cusp region. The 
difference A , " A , in table 1 gives the width of the cusp. 

The >40 keV electrons exhibit a narrow region with an empty 
loss cone and a minimum in intensity just equatorward of the cusp, 
in the region between A-, and \„. This seems to support the idea 
that the low intensity of >40 keV electrons observed in the cusp 
originate in the magnetosheath, and that they do not come from a 
source equatorward of A, being spread into the cusp by diffusion. 



li-.e 1 keV electrons tend to Jooivu.u gradually u^-toredrJ 
from the cusp region. This could be cu^ud by an enorry dependent 
diffusion from a jource located in the -usp, possibly connected 
with the =r.try layer observed by the HhjS* 2 satellite. ::KCS _' 
observations indicated that part of the inagnetosneath-ilke plains 
in the distant polar cusp is located c:. : J i. Id lines '.-.'here it icr::is 
a layer with thickness ranging up tc Z: •- inside the t.^gneto-pause , 
Paschmanr. et al. (1976). The 1 keV electrons clearly ..ictrude 
into the region with closed field line geometry between';, =••:..: 

A. 
A 1 keV electron requires about •; s to travel 7:0 :'i.. V.'ith 

a convection speed of a. feu km/s we would expect t:".«::. to have a 
poleward termination fairly close to A ._ ir. ugree.T.er.t with the 
observations . 

On the other hand a 1 and a 6 xe'." proton will use 3CC and 
115 s respectively to travel 20 Ril. consequently they will he 
convected far poleward before they hit the atn.ospkere er t.irror. 
This is borne out by the observations, since the proton fluxes 
ter.-ainate well poleward of J\ , . 

If, as we have argued, the electrons define the cusp, then 
part of the 6 keV proton precipitation occurs in the cusp region, 
but a major part of it takes place on field lines connecting into 
the polar cap or mantle region, (koser, hau er et ai., 1975). The 
1-keV protons seem to have convected completely into the polar cap, 
that is the mantle region. The difference between \ and \„ in 
table 1 should give the thickness of the mantle at lov; altitudes. 



J he high energy protons I.ave a transit time sf u!,c;: 27 s 
for a 23 RZ distance. They star: to precipitate well e.uatorward 
of the C keV protons almost at the .A- boundary i:>. acccrdance wit:. 
what one should expect from the convection model outlined. Their 
observed poleward termination is, bowevei , almost coincident with 
the 1 and 6 keV proton poleward boundary. r'rc.'.i T.ut- simple m-ci 
put forward, wit!, the convection speed independent of latitude, 
one shoula expect the lev: eneiny prct_;:j to reach f^rtner pole-
•.-.•ari than tiie Ilo-keV pre tons. 

convection volceity at these high latitude.; oi ;naC c!v_ convec:is 
changes direction perhaps moving parallel to lir.cz ;:' eenstch.; 
invariant latitude. Maynard and John.'tone (137-) have report. . 
tnas the electric tielcs near tun.- po-ar _usp aic _at jcr t:.a:". tue 
typical fields found deeper in the polar sup. i'r̂ nk and Ache; jo:. 

(1S72) :.ave also presented oitservat ieus -"-...porting this picture 
of reduced convection velocities i.". the central part ci the polar 
cap. 

The data presented by Shelley et al. (1G76) indicate that 
the higii latitude boundary for ions is tne same for ill enemies 
considered. This also can be interpreted to indicate that the 
convection toward higher iatituaes c^^~aj at seme latitude we 11 
into the polar cap. 

in Figure '( the different components c: the interplanetary 
magnetic fiuld in GSM-coordinates as measured by the Explorer 3 5 
satellite is presented. During pass 6273 the B z component was 
around sero and during the passes 6274 and 523S it was positive 

http://lir.cz


about + •» r.T. 1: an interpretation that the i^licudin ii separation 
I'litweer. the low energy electrons and protons is due to driit 
in electric and magnetic field„, then there is a:-, electric field 
even if the interplanetary fiels is pointing northwatd. Xczer 
ev al. (1974) show tha: the ;.".ug:i it ude of the convoct !;.-. field 
depend on the north-youth component o: i.'U" :eir.g lar^o t.-.e 
i:iore negative B„ is. They find, however, that even at +-nT the B , 
co:r.po.nor.t is associated witi, an electric fieiu supporting pio-
ward convection. Hepper (197Z) : Lnds t:.at the electric field «t 
polar Ccip latitudes is consistently directed fro:;, da'-;:, cow^rd^ 
duck independent of magnetic uisturhunce conditions and intei-
pianetaiy field directions. 

The observations give a cluaf lati:uiinui c.parnt t or. between. 
the low energy electrons and protons wit., t:.-̂  protons pr=ci:.itatiu 
poleward of the electrons. Previously flank (1571) has roptiitd 
such a separation between a.r. electron-sheath ar.c a protor.-shenth 
in tie distant polar cusp. Our observations thus .she; that .-ucii 
a separation in an electron- and a proton-sheath at tit.es disc 
exiots in the low altitude cusp. Winningha-T. (1372) states that 
no sue:, clear separation can be found in the IdfS I data, and that 
protons, if present above the instrument intensity tureshoid, are 
always coincident with electron fluxes. An exflniDl̂  of such a 
spatial coincidence is found during pass s7Gt<,Figure 2, where 
the electrons and the protons in the cusp do overlap, in fast tuis 
is a fairly cora;;ion situation in the Lj'hO I cjsp observations, Lut 
it is not yet explored how this situation in detail is linked 
with local time and various geophysical parameters. 

http://tit.es


Cr'. -̂;. tron or closed field '!ne:>. 
: : —. 

li. the past there has been some discussion about the cusp 
being or. open or closed fieid lines, or whether pari of t!.e cusp 
is on closed and part of it ij on open :"icld lines. :':.o answer 
ro this juestio:. depends both en the location o: tt.e ou-p, that 
is how it is defined, and on the ioentlt icat ion of cpe:: and 
closed ;..agr.etic field lines. 

A pitc:; angle uistributio.n with an «.:::L".V Ictt cone is inter
preted as evidence for the particles executing icune-- ::. tio:. 
thus indicating closed field lino.:. An inotropic pitch angle 
distribution car:, however, occur on ::oth =lo:ec ^nd open field 

-:: tiieir w\,r-, on jirorai e:;:_-... .•:. a:..: . ;: ;....,<• .:i.:..iU.io:'. 
heikki,.u and '-;ir:ningha:n (1972) state "how—energy C3CC eV to 3 h-/V ) 
proton precipitation is the best i d-jnt I f ie; of t:.e cast region". 
This would in our cases locate the cusp :::estly pclewurd of t:.e 
A , boundary and likely en entirely open field linej. XcDiar.Tiic 
et ai. (1976) argue that mos t of the cleft region tot;: before 
and after local noon can be interpreted as lying on closed ratner 
than open Magnetic field lines. They used the electront and proton 
(when present) fron the soft particle spectrometer cr. the Isis 
2 satellite, iivc.tiy particles below 1 AeV, to identify the cusp. 
If wo too used the lew energy electrons, second panel ire::: the 
top in tne figus.es, the cusp will in ;:.cst cases extend well below 
A , c;.nd Into the region of anisotropic pitch angle distribution. 
We would thus reach the same conclusion as McDiarir.ic et al. (1S75) 
that the cusp is located partly on closed field lines. 

http://figus.es


jLst-rvaticns of the access of solar protons .md electrons 
to the polar cap suggest that field llr.es populated '.;l:r. a:. 
inotropic flux of solar particles are directly connected to the 
interplanetary field, in other terns -hese field lines are 
open. 

The data presented in Figure 3 pa..; 57C£ occurred during a 
solar particle event. The solar protons ey.hiL.it an isotropic 
pitch angle distribution down to inv.lat. 7 0.2 .T.arked A ., , i.e. 
down to tr.ti iuw-latitude boundary of the cusp as give:, by the 
lov; energy electrons and protens. Thes-i data then indicate t.':at 
the cusp is located on open field lines, "hey further indicate 
that the piasna populating the open field lines in th-- cusp is 
different froit the pias:r.a on the open field lines connecting to 
the polar cap. The cusp piasjr.a his a ~arked lev: energy cc~p:nent 
containing both protons and electrons . Cver t:\e polar sap there 
are virtually no low energy protons, inly low fluxes of .1 keV 
electrons can be observed. 

Conclusion 

The following picture thus emerges. The magnetic field lines 
passing through A, define the equatorward boundary o f the cusp 
or the earthward extension of the nagnetopause field lines . The 
field lines passing through .A » define the poleward boundary of 
the cusp or the high latitude ir.agnetc-pause. Field lines poleward 
of A , extend into the tail of the Magnetosphere. The field lines 

equatorward of A. are closed. 

http://llr.es
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The electrons, give the ".'onospheric footprint" of the 
distant polar cusp. The protons populate bot!, the cusp and th: 
::.ar.tle region. The velocity dispersion aj a function of latitude 
favours a convection process, but with a reduction of the pole
ward convection velocity at high latitudes. The 1 ke'.' electrons 
have an isotropic pitch angle distribution reaching i roir. the 
cusp and equatcrward of \ , into the region o: closed field line» 

We emphasise that this discussion applies to quiu t-t i::.e 
observations in the forenoon sector, miz a fvrther study must bo 
undertaken to see how tiie picture is :i.odified at other local 
tiir.es and during more active geoT.agnutic conditions. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig. 1, 2 and 3. 
The following particle intensities are plottet vu. 

universal time [U"±]. In addition excontric dipcie t i;:.e 
[EDT] and invariant latitude [A] are given. 

Electron;; >40 keV at 90 , 45 and 0 pitch angle. 

Electrons 1.3 keV, 3 keV and S.3 keV at 10 pitch ar.£ 

Electrons 1.4 keV and 6.3 keV at 80 pitch angle. 

Protons 1.4 keV and 5.3 keV at 5J U pitch angle. 

Protons S.6 keV at 18 

Protons (150-215) keV at 00° pitch angle. 

Protons Q15-1SC) keV at 0° pitch angle. 

rig. 4. 
Explorer 35 interplanetary magnetic field (IMP) observation:;. 

The field components are given in geocentric solar :;:agr.etojpheric 
coordinates (GSM). The times for the ESKO 1 passes are indicated 
by arrows . 

Explorer 35 was in orbit aro ind the T.oon which, was located 
around 15 hours local time. 
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